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Calibration and assessment of reliability-based serviceability limit state
procedures for foundation engineering
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ABSTRACT
This paper uses an existing reliability-based serviceability limit state (RBSLS) procedure to illustrate
some of the critical elements in the calibration of RBSLS models and to serve as guide for future
calibration work. The impact of copula model selection and therefore correlation structure of
bearing pressure-displacement model parameters on reliability is assessed. Then, a framework
for evaluating bearing pressure-displacement normalisation techniques is presented as a revision
to the existing RBSLS procedure proposed. The reliability of the revised RBSLS procedure is then
evaluated by comparing its accuracy to newly conducted, full-scale loading tests of spread
footings on aggregate pier-reinforced ground. It is shown that the new RBSLS procedure
produces a more accurate estimate of the actual reliability and validates the proposed framework.
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1. Introduction

Among the most critical and distinctive elements in
reliability-based foundation engineering applications
lies the need to sufficiently capture the propagation of
model error and other sources of uncertainty in order
to accurately capture geo-structural risk and reliability.
With increased understanding of the response and
capacity of foundations at the ultimate limit state
(ULS) over the last decade, geotechnical research has
now been focused on the improvement in modelling of
the deformation-based or serviceability limit state (SLS)
design. However, the models now largely adopted for
SLS design are implemented with parameters that may
be imperfectly correlated. Additionally, conditioning of
the load–displacement response to reduce scatter often
requires the transformation of a ULS-based capacity to
a deformation-based capacity, and this transformation
may introduce additional uncertainty as well as exhibit
imperfect correlation to the load–displacement model
parameters. Therefore, there is a need to investigate
and address these statistical and real possibilities in a
logical, rational, and robust fashion.

This paper uses an existing reliability-based service-
ability limit state (RBSLS) procedure to illustrate some
of the critical elements in the calibration of RBSLS
models and to serve as guide for future calibration
work. First, the impact of copula model selection to
simulate the correlation structure of the bearing
pressure–displacement model parameters used is

described by illustrating its impact on the calibrated,
lumped load, and resistance factor (i.e. a pseudo-factor
of safety). Then, the impact of copula model selection
on the allowable bearing pressure at a given magnitude
of displacement is demonstrated. Thereafter, the normal-
isation protocol selected for the existing RBSLS pro-
cedure is critically examined by comparing it to
alternative, newly developed normalisation protocols. A
framework for the evaluation and assessment of the nor-
malisation protocol and copula model selection is then
described. The reliability of the suitably revised RBSLS
procedure is then contrasted to the previous effort by
comparing the lumped load and resistance factors and
accuracy determined by comparing to newly conducted,
full-scale loading tests of spread footings on aggregate
pier-reinforced ground. It is shown that the new
RBSLS procedure produces a more accurate estimate of
the actual reliability than the previous effort. The frame-
work proposed here takes a critical assessment of the dis-
tinct elements of RBSLS calibration and application.

2. Review of RBSLS framework and selected
procedure

It is useful to review the framework for RBSLS pro-
cedures in order to illustrate those factors that govern
its calibration and performance. To illustrate the selected
framework in context, this study uses an RBSLS
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procedure developed by Huffman and Stuedlein (2014)
for use with shallow footings supported on aggregate
pier-reinforced plastic, fine-grained soil. Although this
procedure is referenced throughout the paper, additional
insights into relevant governing factors will be demon-
strated using a dataset developed by Huffman, Strahler,
and Stuedlein (2015) for the RBSLS procedure cali-
bration for shallow footings on unreinforced, plastic
fine-grained soils. A review of the RBSLS procedure for
aggregate pier-reinforced ground follows.

2.1. Selected ultimate and SLS models

SLS design of foundations is governed by allowable dis-
placement, which may be predicted relative to the
applied bearing pressure and/or a selected reference
capacity, qref. The RBSLS procedure proposed by Huff-
man and Stuedlein (2014) for predicting allowable foot-
ing displacements from an applied bearing pressure was
based on the bearing pressure–displacement (q–δ) curves
derived from 30 full-scale footing loading tests, and the
bearing capacity, qult,i, interpreted from the tests, as a
basis for the determination of a reference capacity, qref.
The predicted bearing capacity, qult,p, corresponding to
the ULS, was identified as logical reference capacity at
the time owing to its ability to be estimated with a
high degree of confidence using an empirical procedure
proposed by Stuedlein and Holtz (2013), given by (in
kilopascals)

qult,p = exp (b0 + b1 · Sr + b2 · ar + b3 · df · Sr
+ b4 · t−1

mp + b5 · tmp), (1)

where b0,… , b5 represent fitted coefficients, Sr is the
slenderness ratio of the aggregate piers (equal to Lp/Dp

= the ratio of pier length to pier diameter), ar is the
area replacement ratio (the area ratio of aggregate pier
to native soil beneath the footing), df is the depth of foot-
ing embedment, τmp is the shear mass participation fac-
tor for the native soil, given by the ratio of the undrained
shear strength, su, of the plastic fine-grained soil to the ar.
The best fit model coefficients were determined equal to
b0 = 4.756, b1 = 0.013, b2 = 1.914, b3 = 0.070, b4 = 13.71,
and b5 = 0.005, and are based on constructed (i.e.
known) aggregate pier/footing geometry and soil
parameters.

Huffman and Stuedlein (2014) selected Equation (1)
to represent qref because of its accuracy, as it is character-
ised with a mean bias (i.e. average ratio of qult,i to qult,p) of
1.00 and coefficient of variation (COV) in a point bias of
13.1% (Stuedlein and Holtz 2013). As described sub-
sequently, the selection of the reference capacity rep-
resents a critical task with important implications on

the degree of reliability of foundation performance.
However, it is also shown herein that the magnitude of
uncertainty in the reference capacity may be less influen-
tial than the magnitude of variability in the normalised
bearing pressure–displacement curves generated with
the reference capacity. With regard to demonstration
of the RBSLS framework, the selection of Equation (1)
for qref allowed formulation of a power law model pre-
scribing the mobilised resistance, qmob, associated with
an immediate displacement, δ, for footings supported
on aggregate pier-reinforced clay (Huffman and Stue-
dlein 2014):

qmob = c1 · d

B′

( )c2

·qult,p = c1 · (h)c2 · qref , (2)

where B′ is the equivalent footing diameter, c1 and c2 rep-
resent the fitted coefficient and exponent, respectively,
and η is the footing diameter-normalised displacement.
For square footings, B′ is defined as the diameter that
provides the same area as that of a square footing
(Mayne and Poulos 1999).

The key in any reliability-based design (RBD)
approach is the tracking and inclusion of all relevant
sources of uncertainty and model error. Equation (2),
which forms the basis for calibrated load and resistance
factors (described subsequently), is impacted by the
uncertainty and error in all of parameters describing
qmob, which includes the model error in qref, c1, and c2.
Table 1 summarises the mean values of these parameters
and their statistical distributions. Note that in loading
tests, qmob equals the loading applied to the footing,
qapp, and is invariant. The reliability simulations in this
study incorporate variability in loading appropriate for
the modelling of dead loads (with a COV = 10%) and
live loads (with a COV = 20%).

2.2. Monte Carlo simulation-based performance
function simulation

Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) has been widely used in
assessment of geotechnical risk (Wang, Cao, and Au
2011; Wang 2011; Li, Tang, et al. 2013; Li, Wang, et al.
2013) and RBD procedure calibration (Wang and Kul-
hawy 2008; Wang and Cao 2013). The performance

Table 1. Summary of statistical distributions describing ULS and
SLS model parameters used in the demonstration procedure
(modified from Huffman and Stuedlein (2014)).
Parameter Mean value COV (%) Distribution

c1 3.088 40.7 Lognormal
c2 0.454 23.3 Lognormal
q′ref 0.997 13.1 Lognormal
q′app 1.000 10, 20 Lognormal
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function, P, equal to the margin of safety (i.e. difference
between the mobilised resistance and applied load) that
limits the probability of failure, pf, to a predetermined
magnitude was used to form the probabilistic framework
for incorporating the observed or assumed uncertainty in
the SLS function (Equation (2)). The general framework
for the performance function is given by (Baecher and
Christian 2003; Phoon 2008)

pf = Pr (qmob − qapp , 0) = Pr (P , 0) ≤ pT, (3)

where pT is a target probability. For the MCS used in the
demonstration procedure, the mobilised resistance is
estimated from Equation (2) and can be incorporated
into the performance function as follows:

pf = Pr (c1 · hc2 · qref − qapp , 0) = Pr c1 · hc2 ,
qapp
qref

( )
,

(4)

where qapp is the applied bearing pressure, associated
with an allowable displacement, and qref equals the ulti-
mate resistance predicted using Equation (1). Because it
is convenient to calibrate the RBSLS procedure on a gen-
eralised basis, the normalised unit mean random vari-
ables for qult,p and qapp, each associated with an
observed or assumed distribution (e.g. Uzielli and
Mayne 2011), can be incorporated into Equation (4)
for ease of incorporation into the MCS:

pf = Pr c1 · hc2 ,
qapp,n · q′app
qref ,n · q′ref

( )

= Pr c1 · hc2 ,
1
cQ

q′app
q′ref

( )
, (5)

where qapp,n and qref,n are equal to the nominal values of
the applied bearing pressure and predicted ultimate
resistance, respectively, and q′app and q′ref represent the
normalised random values distributed as shown in
Table 1. By dividing qapp,n by qref,n, Equation (5) becomes
unitless and allows the introduction of ψQ, which rep-
resents a combined (i.e. “lumped”) load and resistance
factor. Thus, pf can then be solved in terms of ψQ
based on a predetermined allowable displacement and
given footing size.

MCS were used to solve pf and the associated
reliability index, β, using prescribed magnitudes of ψQ

ranging from 1 to 20. The reader is referred to Huffman
and Stuedlein (2014) for a description of the details of
the statistical distributions called by the MCS, including
the range in variation of allowable displacement, δa, B′,
COV(q′app), COV(δa), and ψQ. Once calibrated using
the MCS, the allowable bearing pressure, qall, satisfying
the given SLS of immediate displacement for spread

footings supported on aggregate pier-reinforced plastic,
fine-grained soil may be computed using

qall = 1
cQ

· c1 · hc2 · qref , (6)

which is a convenient, deterministic style formulation
with all the attendant qualities of a fully probabilistic
procedure. The database of footing loading tests under-
pinning this RBSLS procedure, and the various model-
ling decisions invoked during calibration of the
procedure, is used herein as vehicle for illustrating the
factors governing RBSLS procedure calibration and per-
formance evaluation following calibration.

3. Factors affecting calibration of RBSLS
models

3.1. Assessment of correlation structure model
and impact on reliability

3.1.1. Fitting of copulas for MCS of bivariate q–δ
model parameters
Bivariate power law model parameters associated with
Equations (2) and (6) must be evaluated for dependence,
and if any is identified, accounted for so as to avoid
biases that can influence the reliability simulations (e.g.
Phoon and Kulhawy 2008; Uzielli and Mayne 2011;
Tang et al. 2013). Indeed, dependence was observed
between the normalised q–δ model parameters c1 and
c2, as shown in Figure 1. This dependence is associated
with an “observed” sample Kendall’s τ correlation coeffi-
cient, ρτ,obs, of 0.43. Dependence between other variables
included in the reliability simulations were also investi-
gated, but none were observed (Huffman and Stuedlein
2014).

Identifying the dependence between relevant model
parameters represents the first task in RBSLS calibra-
tions. The second task is to develop an appropriate
approach to simulate the model parameters from source
distributions in appropriate regard for the observed
dependence across the model parameters. Thus, the
evaluation and selection of an appropriate model to
simulate the observed correlation structure is of great
importance (Li, Tang, et al. 2013; Li, Wang, et al.
2013). To evaluate the influence of correlation structure
model on the reliability calibrations, bivariate Gaussian,
Frank, Clayton, and Gumbel copula functions were
investigated. Copula functions, each with its own formu-
lation for associating ranked variables, allow the descrip-
tion of different correlation structures (see Nelson 2006).
The bivariate Gaussian copula models positive or nega-
tive elliptical correlation between the two parameters
being investigated, whereas the Frank copula models a
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uniform linear correlation. The Clayton and Gumbel
copulas model positive correlation only, with the Clayton
copula providing for greater left-tail dependence and the

Gumbel copula providing for greater right-tail depen-
dence of the marginal distributions of the simulated par-
ameters. Copulas are calibrated with a copula parameter,
θ, which is a function of the sample ρτ, to describe the
relative strength of the correlation between dependent
parameters.

Copula functions assume uniformly distributed mar-
ginal distributions in the rank [0,1] space. Therefore,
standardised rank values u1 and u2 of the power law
model parameters c1 and c2 were calculated by dividing
the rank values by the total number of values in the data-
set. The u1 and u2 values were used with ρτ to establish
the copula parameter, θ, and the copula probability func-
tions. The relationship between c1 and c2 and a two-par-
ameter copula probability function, Cc1,c2, is determined
by fitting to ρτ using (Nelson 2006; Li, Tang, et al. 2013;
Li, Wang, et al. 2013):

rt(c1, c2) = 4 ·
∫1
0

∫1
0
Cc1,c2 (u1, u2) · dCc1,c2 (u1, u2)− 1.

(7)

The best fit copula was evaluated using the Akaike infor-
mation criteria (AIC; Akaike 1974) and Bayesian infor-
mation criteria (BIC; Schwarz 1978). The probability
functions for the different copulas investigated herein
and the best fit copula parameters determined from
Equation (7) are summarised in Table 2.

The lowest AIC and BIC values were realised using
the Gumbel copula, indicating that it provided the best
fit among the selected copula types for modelling the
correlation structure between bearing pressure–displace-
ment model parameters. As a result, the Gumbel copula
was used in the reliability calibrations reported by Huff-
man and Stuedlein (2014). The degree of fit between the
sample c1–c2 and 1000 simulations for each copula
model is shown in Figure 1. The simulated c1–c2 pairs
appear to closely correspond to the observed values for
each copula investigated as shown in Figure 1 and by
comparison of ρτ. However, certain deviations in the
trends, associated with the degree of dependence of the
marginal distributions along their tails, are noted, and
these deviations strongly impact the reliability of the

Figure 1. Comparison of 1000 c1–c2 pairs simulated using various
copula models fitted to the sample pairs derived from the load
test database of footings on aggregate pier-reinforced ground.

Table 2. Selected copula functions, copula parameters, and goodness-of-fit outcomes (modified from Huffman and Stuedlein (2014)).
Copula Copula function, C(u1, u2) Copula parameter (θ) AIC BIC

Gaussian Fu(F
−1(u1), F

−1(u2)) 0.626 −12.9 −11.5

Frank − 1
u
ln 1+ (e−uu1 − 1)(e−uu2 − 1)

e−u − 1

[ ]
4.593 −12.0 −10.6

Clayton (u−u
1 + u−u

2 − 1)
−1

u
/

1.510 −11.0 −9.6

Gumbel exp{−[(− ln u1)
u + (− ln u2)

u]
1
u}

/
1.755 −14.4 −13.0

4 J. C. HUFFMAN ET AL.
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RBSLS procedure and subsequent allowable bearing
pressure, as described subsequently.

3.1.2. Impact of correlation structure model on
calibrated load and resistance factor
The MCS of the performance function resulted in
smooth relationships between the lumped load and
resistance factor, ψQ, and the reliability index, β, as a
function of the allowable normalised immediate displa-
cement, ηa, equal to the ratio of δa and B′. Following
MCS, the calibrated ψQ was determined equal to (Huff-
man and Stuedlein 2014):

cQ = exp
b− c · ln (ha)− d
a · ln (ha)+ b

[ ]
, (8)

where a, b, c, and d are fitting parameters that vary with
the assumed COV(δa) and COV(q′app). Table 3 provides
the fitting parameters associated with Equation (8), and
the MCS completed with the correlation structure of the
power law coefficients accounted for using the best fit
Gumbel copula.

The correlation structure of the c1–c2 pairs is critical
for reliability simulations as the larger the deviation in
the simulated pairs from the sample pairs, the greater
the deviation from the sample-based to simulated nor-
malised bearing pressure–displacement response, lead-
ing to inaccurate reliability analyses. The effect of
copula model selection on the lumped load and resist-
ance factor can be evaluated by comparing ψQ generated
from the MCS for a given probability of exceeding the
SLS.

Consider, for example, a typical design scenario for a
footing with an equivalent diameter of 1 m. The goal is to
identify the appropriate ψQ for a given β or pf with
Equation (8) and then use Equation (6) to compute the
bearing pressure associated with the allowable immedi-
ate displacement. For this example, it was assumed that
COV(δa) = 0 and COV(q′app) = 10%, and MCS-based fit-
ting parameters corresponding to this case selected from
Table 3.

Figure 2 presents the variation of the calibrated load
and resistance factor simulated using each of the four

copulas as well as the case with an assumed zero corre-
lation between model parameters, with the probability
of exceeding ηa equal to 0.010, 0.025, and 0.050. This cor-
responds to allowable immediate displacements of 10,
25, and 50 mm for the 1 m footing. In general, the prob-
ability of exceeding the SLS decreases as ηa increases for
each correlation structure model, due to the greater devi-
ation in modelled bearing pressure–displacement
response at smaller displacements than those at greater
displacements (described in greater detail below). Similar
observations have been noted in other studies, such as by
Uzielli and Mayne (2011) and Stuedlein and Reddy
(2014).

Figure 2 shows that the probability of exceeding the
SLS at a given ψQ depends strongly on the correlation
structure model considered and that ignoring the bivari-
ate dependence of the bearing pressure–displacement
models results in the highest (i.e. most conservative)
probability. The difference between the ψQ generated

Figure 2. Impact of correlation structure model selection on the
lumped load and resistance factor as a function of probability of
exceeding the serviceability limit state for COV(δa) = 0 and COV
(q′app) = 10%.

Table 3. Summary of best fit coefficients for Equation (8), valid
for β > 0 and ψQ≤ 10.
COV(da) COV(q′app) a b c d

0.0 0.10 0.100 2.549 0.996 2.543
0.2 0.10 0.096 2.478 0.972 2.465
0.4 0.10 0.064 2.212 0.935 2.359
0.6 0.10 0.059 2.041 0.846 2.048
0.0 0.20 0.079 2.365 0.946 2.408
0.2 0.20 0.080 2.319 0.923 2.330
0.4 0.20 0.066 2.153 0.879 2.183
0.6 0.20 0.061 1.994 0.803 1.921
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from the best fit Gumbel copula and the less appropriate
copulas increases with decreasing pf, and, for this study,
becomes notable in the range in pf of 3–5%, correspond-
ing to β in the range of 1.88–1.64, respectively. This
range in β approaches the upper bound magnitude of
acceptable pf for the SLS.

In general, the c1–c2 pairs simulated using poorly
fitted copulas result in a greater likelihood that extreme
c1–c2 pairs will be sampled, and the frequency of softer
bearing pressure–displacement curves generated
increases correspondingly, and therefore the pf is greater
using the more poorly fitted copulas than those simu-
lated using the better fitting copulas. For example, the
Gaussian copula, which was the second best fitted copula
(Table 2), generally produced similar ψQ as those using
the Gumbel copula, although the difference increases
with increasing ηa. Consider for example the 2.5- and
5-fold larger probabilities of exceeding the SLS using
the Gumbel copula at ψQ = 5 and 10, respectively, as
compared to those for the Gaussian copula. On the
other hand, the poorest fitted copula (i.e. the Clayton
copula) always returned ψQ larger than those produced
using the best fitted Gumbel copula, which would result
in cost-inefficiency for a given level of reliability. These
results become more pronounced the better the selected
copulas fit the correlation structure of the bivariate
model parameters. Thus, decisions regarding the model-
ling of the correlation structure in the bearing pressure–
displacement model parameters represent a critical task
in the calibration of RBSLS procedures with significant
consequences on reliability.

3.1.3. Impact of correlation structure model on
allowable bearing pressure, qall
It is useful to assess the impact of correlation structure
model (i.e. the selected copula) on the allowable bearing
pressure, qall, associated with each copula model to high-
light the importance of this modelling decision on the
predicted SLS. To this end, the allowable bearing
pressure is computed using Equation (6) using the
mean (nominal) parameters c1 and c2 (Table 1) for the
normalised allowable bearing displacement at probabil-
ities of exceeding the SLS of 10%, 1%, and 0.1% (i.e. β
= 1.28, 2.33, 3.09, respectively). The resulting qall is pre-
sented in Figure 3 as a percentage of the ultimate resist-
ance, qult,p, and corresponds to the case of COV(δa) = 0
and COV(q′app) = 10%. Figure 3 shows that at high prob-
abilities of exceeding the SLS, there is very little differ-
ence in the allowable bearing pressure given that a
fitted copula was used to account for the bivariate bear-
ing pressure–displacement model parameters. Ignoring
the bivariate relationship between c1 and c2 resulted in
a reduction of bearing pressure ranging from about

20–25%. However, as the probability of exceeding the
SLS decreases, the selection of correlation structure
model becomes increasingly important. For example, at
pf = 0.1%, the bearing pressures derived using the best fit-
ting Gumbel copula are approximately 10% greater than
those using the less appropriate Frank and Clayton copu-
las. Again, use of an appropriately fitted copula to cap-
ture the correlation structure of the bivariate bearing

Figure 3. Impact of correlation structure model selection on the
allowable bearing pressure considering allowable immediate
displacement.

6 J. C. HUFFMAN ET AL.
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pressure–displacement model parameters is critical for
the optimisation of the allowable bearing pressure and
cost-effective foundations. It is noted here that for SLS
design, the target β should lie within the range of 1.5
to 2.0 (pf ranging from 6.4% to 2.3%), less than for
ULS design, given the differences in consequences of
exceeding the limit state. The allowable bearing pressure
will generally lie in the range of 15–40% of the ULS
capacity for the Gumbel copula-based RBSLS procedure
described above (Figure 3).

3.2. Assessment of normalisation protocol for
bearing pressure–displacement curves and
impact on computed reliability

3.2.1. Impact of normalisation protocol on scatter in
q–δ curves
The preceding discussion evaluated the impact of corre-
lation structure model selection for models of q–δ curves
where the mobilised capacity was normalised by a refer-
ence capacity equal to the predicted ultimate resistance.
This modelling decision was made by Huffman and
Stuedlein (2014) following the assessment of variance
reduction as compared to the raw q–δ curves. The com-
parison is shown in Figure 4(a) and 4(b); the scatter of
data is significantly reduced for the case where qmob is

normalised by qult,p (Figure 4(b)). The implication for
reliability analyses is that a target allowable bearing
pressure at a given displacement will be associated with
a more accurate probability of exceedance.

Using a high-quality loading test database of footings
on unreinforced, plastic, fine-grained soils, Huffman,
Strahler, and Stuedlein (2015) determined that further
reduction in the scatter of q–δ curves is possible by nor-
malising qmob by a reference capacity other than that
associated with the ultimate resistance. They determined
that the slope tangent capacity (e.g. Phoon and Kulhawy
2008) with displacement offset of 0.03B, qSTC,0.03B,
resulted in the best normalisation of (i.e. least variance
in) qmob. Compare Figure 4(b)–(d) for the footing load-
ing test database assessed in this study; normalisation of
mobilised capacity by the slope tangent capacity with off-
sets of 0.01 and 0.02B, qSTC,0.01B and qSTC,0.02B, respect-
ively, produced further decreases in scatter relative to
normalisation using qult,i. Normalisation by qSTC,0.01B
and qSTC,0.02B resulted in a collapse of the q–δ curves
in the low-magnitude η range with more or less equal
efficacy. However, normalisation of qmob by qSTC,0.02B
produced improved reduction in scatter as η increased.
In addition, normalisation of qmob by qSTC,0.03B was
investigated (i.e. the protocol selected for the RBSLS pro-
cedure proposed by Huffman, Strahler, and Stuedlein

Figure 4. Comparison of raw and normalised bearing pressure–displacement curves in the footing loading test database: (a) raw q–δ
curves, (b) bearing pressure normalised by ultimate resistance, (c) bearing pressure normalised by the slope tangent capacity with 0.01B
offset, and (d) bearing pressure normalised by the slope tangent capacity with 0.02B offset.
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(2015)), but this resulted in increasing levels of scatter for
the loading test data described herein and will therefore
not be considered further in this study. It is rec-
ommended that future studies evaluate a number of var-
ious normalisation protocols, since an approach that is
successful for reducing scatter in one database may not
be suitable for reducing scatter in another database.

3.2.2. Decision framework for selection of
appropriate normalisation protocol
Once the various trial normalisation protocols have been
developed, a single normalisation approach must be
selected for use in the MCS-based reliability calibrations.
Graphically, it appeared that normalisation of qmob by
qSTC,0.02B produced the least scatter (Figure 4(d)). However,
such initial observations should be quantified and the cor-
responding linkage to, and error propagation in, some
capacity that can be computed directly (e.g. qult,p; see
Equation (1)) must be established. The decision framework
proposed to support selection of the most appropriate nor-
malisation protocol consists of the following five steps:

(1) fit the most appropriate model of the normalised
bearing pressure–displacement curves to the
observed loading test data; in this case, the power
law presented in Equation (2) is used for ease of
comparison,

(2) characterise, and fit continuous distributions to, the
marginal distributions of the sample q–δ model
parameters,

(3) establish the correlation between multivariate q–δ
model parameters,

(4) determine the correlation and model transformation
error between the reference capacity (e.g. qSTC,0.02B)
and the predicted ultimate capacity and fit corre-
sponding continuous distributions, and

(5) select the overall best normalisation protocol and
fitted copula model of the corresponding bivariate
model parameters.

Each of these tasks is required for executing the MCS
required to generate an appropriate RBSLS procedure.
Step 1 is readily accomplished for each of the trial nor-
malisation protocols to be investigated using ordinary
least squares or other fitting algorithm. Step 2 requires
the statistical characterisation of the marginal distri-
butions of the model parameters for the fitted q–δ curves
(i.e. c1 and c2). Figure 5(a) and 5(b) compare the lognor-
mal distributions of c1 and c2 for the various normalisa-
tion protocols investigated. In general, the larger the
spread in the distribution of the bivariate model par-
ameters, the greater the variability in possible displace-
ment for the foundation types being modelled. As

shown in Figure 5(a), the power law coefficient c1 has
the least spread for qmob normalised by qult, followed
by the normalisation by qSTC,0.02B, and the largest by
qSTC,0.01B. However, the influence of the power law expo-
nent c2, which controls the curvature of the normalised
q–δ curves, as well as the magnitude and sign of the
bivariate correlation, cannot be excluded from consider-
ation. Based on Figures 4 and 5, the tentative decision for
normalisation using qSTC,0.02B may be anticipated.

Step 3 requires that the correlation between bivariate
model parameters be established, preferably using a non-
parametric correlation measure. Owing to its usefulness
in copula model fitting, as well as its relative strength (Li,
Tang, et al. 2013; Li, Wang, et al. 2013; Ching and Phoon
2014; Li and Tang 2014), the use of the non-parametric
Kendall’s τ rank correlation is recommended. Figure 6
compares the dependence between c1 and c2 for the
case of normalisation of qmob using qult,p as described
by Huffman and Stuedlein (2014) to that arising from
normalisation of qmob using qSTC,0.01B and qSTC,0.02B.
Two useful observations from Figure 6 may be readily
made: (1) use of qSTC results in much stronger, less vari-
able correlation between c1 and c2, and that (2) the range
in c1 is less for qSTC,0.02B than qSTC,0.01B. In regard to the
former observation, the difference in ρτ between the two
qSTC normalisation protocols is negligible. Thus, little
new decision support information is gained between
Steps 2 and 3 for this particular dataset.

Figure 5. Comparison of sample and fitted continuous lognormal
distributions for power law model parameters (a) c1 and (b) c2.
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Appropriate MCS required for reliability calibrations
require that all model errors associated with model
transformations be properly incorporated. Step 4 ensures
that the reference capacity used to normalise the q–δ
curves is linked to a capacity that can be computed
(with its attendant error, such as Equation (1)). Thus,
the model factor (equal to the average ratio of qSTC to
qult,i,) MSTC, and coefficient of variation, COV(MSTC),
in MSTC for such a transformation must be quantified.
As described previously, Huffman, Strahler, and Stue-
dlein (2015) developed an RBSLS procedure that used
a reference capacity and model factor to relate the com-
puted bearing capacity to the reference factor. This
decision was made based on the assessment of capacities
shown in Figure 7(a). Increasing the slope tangent offset
from 0.01B to 0.03B resulted in increasing MSTC and
decreasing COV(MSTC). While further increases in the
displacement offset may have resulted in further
reductions in COV(MSTC), the number of q–δ curves
that have displacements to sufficient magnitude to accu-
rately quantify MSTC and COV(MSTC) decreases.

Thus, the selection of the final normalisation protocol
should consider the magnitude of COV(MSTC) as well as
the reliability in the estimate of transformation error, the
latter of which requires as much high-quality data as
possible. Figure 7(b) presents the quantification of aver-
age MSTC and COV(MSTC) for the database of shallow

foundations on reinforced, plastic, fine-grained soils
considered in this study. Slight, but largely negligible
improvement in correlation was observed for normalisa-
tion by qSTC,0.02B; however, COV(MSTC) was markedly
less for this case, thus providing confirmatory infor-
mation to that gained in Step 2 for the selection of the
suitable normalisation protocol. The best fitting normal
distribution (μMSTC = 0.57, COV(MSTC) = 26%) allowed
sampling ofMSTC in the MCS used in the corresponding
reliability simulations.

Owing to the comparisons in Steps 2 and 4, normalisa-
tion ofmobilised capacity using the slope tangent capacity
with a 0.02B offset was selected (Step 5) for use in revising
the Huffman and Stuedlein (2014) RBSLS procedure for
shallow foundations on aggregate pier-improved ground.
Following the prescription for copula fitting in Section 3.1
above, the Gumbel copula model (rotated 180°) was
determined to represent the most appropriate copula
for MCS with ρt,obs = 0.733 and θ = 3.82. The accuracy
in the revised, fitted copula model relating the qSTC,0.02B-
-normalised bivariate model parameters may be com-
pared in Figure 8, which indicates satisfactory
preservation of the observed correlation. Thus, the ingre-
dients required for revising the RBSLS procedure for
aggregate pier-reinforced ground have been finalised.

Figure 6. Comparison of correlation between the bivariate
power law parameters reported by Huffman and Stuedlein
(2014) using qult,p-normalised qmob versus (a) qSTC,0.01B-normal-
ised and (b) qSTC,0.02B-normalised qmob.

Figure 7. Correlation and variability between bearing capacity
and the slope tangent capacities for (a) spread footings resting
on unreinforced clayey soils reported by Huffman, Strahler, and
Stuedlein (2015) and (b) spread footings resting on reinforced
clayey soils considered in this study.
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3.2.3. Comparison of previous and updated RBSLS
procedure
With all contributing random variables and their marginal
distributions and correlations characterised for reliability
calibrations, including bivariate normalised q–δ model
parameters, the reference capacity transformation model
factors, and applied bearing pressures, new MCS may
be performed and compared to the previously deve-
loped RBSLS procedure. For the purposes of comparison,
Figure 9 presents the Huffman and Stuedlein (2014) and
updated RBSLS calibrations for the case of COV(δa) = 0
and COV(q′app) = 10%. In general, the previous and
updated reliability indices are fairly similar up to β of
approximately 2.25, but deviate at an increasing rate for β
greater than2.25. For allowable, normaliseddisplacements,
ηa, equal to 0.005, the updated RBSLS calibrations provide
smaller ψQ (and therefore greater allowable bearing
pressure), however, this advantage ceases for ηa equal to
or greater than 0.01. Normalisation of applied bearing
pressures with a reference capacity resulted in a reduction
in the scatter of the normalised q–δ curves and increased
the small-displacement qall. However, the incorporation

of a reference capacity required the use of a model factor
to relate qSTC and qult,i, resulting in slightly lower β for a
given ψQ. It is noted that the use of RBSLS procedures for
β greater than about two will be infrequent. While it may
be tempting to regard the revised calibration as less advan-
tageousgiven the slightly smallerβ for a givenψQ, such sup-
positions are not advised in the absence of independent
full-scale performance to evaluate the true “accuracy” of
revised RBSLS procedure. Such comparisons follow.

4. Assessment of RBSLS models

4.1. Need to re-visit and assess RBSLS models

Calibration of a suitable geotechnical reliability-based
limit state model will typically employ a database of
full-scale tests, such as those described above, in order
to characterise applicable resistance parameters for a
given model and to evaluate load and resistance factors.
However, the development of a suitable database for the
calibration of such models is difficult owing to the
expense of large-scale testing and subsequent scarcity
of high-quality loading test data. Therefore, the accuracy
of the reliability-based model and those procedures used
to develop it should be evaluated independently, and
improved, as new loading test data becomes available.
Without re-evaluation and revision, needless expense
associated with material waste, on the conservative
side, or provision of design that does not meet the
intended reliability, could occur. Such outcomes only
serve to impede the implementation of RBD in geotech-
nical engineering as practitioners rightly question the
usefulness of inaccurate approaches.

In the previous sections, a revised RBSLS procedure
was developed to attempt to provide a more accurate
assessment of the reliability of spread footings on aggre-
gate pier-reinforced ground. However, the “improve-
ment” in reliability could not be quantified in the
absence of an independent dataset. New full-scale load-
ing test data are required to assess the improvement, if
any, in the new RBSLS procedure.

4.2. New full-scale loading test data: test site and
subsurface conditions

New full-scale loading tests were recently completed at
the Oregon State University geotechnical field test site
on aggregate pier-improved soils. A layout of the site is
shown in Figure 10(a). The loading tests were completed
during two seasons (Spring and Fall) in order to observe
potential differences in the undrained shear response of
the foundation soils with seasonal changes in the natural
moisture content and groundwater table elevation.

Figure 8. Comparison of 5000 c1–c2 pairs simulated using the
Gumbel copula model (rotated 180°) fitted to the sample pairs
derived from the load test database of footings on aggregate
pier-reinforced ground.

Figure 9. Variation of load and resistance factor, ψq, and
reliability index, β, for various magnitudes of normalised allow-
able displacement, ηa, for COV(qapp) = 0.10 and COV(δa) = 0.
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Subsurface explorations were completed in conjunction
with the loading tests and included three soil borings
and eight cone penetration (CPT) tests. The soil profile
underlying the site consists of stiff, dilative clayey silt
to silty clay extending to a depth of 3–3.5 m, followed
by loose to medium dense silty to clayey sand to a
depth of 4.5–4.25 m. The sand is underlain by stiff clayey
silt with some sand extending to at least 10 m. Figure 10
(b) provides a representative cross-section interpolated
from the explorations near Section A-A′.

The performance of the footings was controlled by the
upper clayey silt to silty clay layer. This soil unit has med-
ium plasticity, with unified soil classification system classi-
fications ranging from CL (low plasticity clay) to ML and
MH (low and high plasticity silt). The undrained shear
strength of this stratum within the depth of influence
beneath the footings was estimated from consolidated
undrained triaxial tests and back-calculations with the
CPT cone tip resistance, qt. During the Spring test series,
su was estimated equal to 50 kPa; su was estimated equal
to 65 kPa during the Fall test series when the groundwater
table was deeper and matric suction stresses increased.

The testing programme included eight tests on aggre-
gate pier-improved soil (n.b., test G4DS in Figure 10(a)
had not yet been conducted). The test footings consisted
of rigid concrete foundations, formed and constructed in
place. All but one of the tests consisted of a circular foot-
ing with a base diameter of 0.76 m. The remaining test
(G4DF) consisted of a 2.44-m square footing. The circu-
lar footings supported on reinforced soil were con-
structed on a single aggregate pier with the same
diameter as the footing (i.e. ar = 100%). Test G4DF was
constructed on four aggregate piers resulting in ar =
31%. A summary of the test designations and pertinent

soil parameters and footing and pier dimensions are
summarised in Table 4; the predicted bearing capacity
provided in the table was calculated using Equation (1).

The aggregate piers supporting the different loading
tests extended to varying depths corresponding to pier
lengths of 2, 3, 4, and 5 Dp. The bottom of the deepest
aggregate piers (i.e. those with a pier length of 5 Dp)
extended into the silty to clayey sand layer. However,
the loading test results suggest that this pier exhibited a
bulging failure consistent with aggregate piers with
large slenderness ratios (Stuedlein and Holtz 2013).

4.3. Comparison of original and revised models to
footing performance

Comparison of the original and revised RBSLS pro-
cedures to the observed footing performance provides
the independent means necessary to evaluate the
improvement, if any, in the new reliability calibrations.
Figure 11 compares the ultimate resistance-normalised
bearing pressure–displacement curves with the mean
predicted responses (i.e. the expected response, μ) and
±1 standard deviation, σ, whereas Figure 12 presents

Figure 10. Test site for new footing loading tests: (a) the site and exploration plan and (b) Section A-A′, indicating the results of mud
rotary borings with standard penetration tests and CPTs. Note significant difference in qt in the upper silty clay to clayey silt layer
between the spring (C-1S) and fall (C-1F and C-3F) soundings.

Table 4. Summary of pertinent soil information, ground
improvement geometry, and footing dimensions.
Loading
test

su
(kPa)

B′
(m)

Df
(m)

Dp
(m)

Lp
(m)

ar
(%)

qult,p
(kPa)

T2DS 50 0.76 0.46 0.76 1.52 100 842
T3DS 50 0.76 0.46 0.76 2.28 100 881
T4DS 50 0.76 0.46 0.76 3.04 100 922
T5DS 50 0.76 0.46 0.76 3.80 100 965
T3DF 65 0.76 0.46 0.76 2.28 100 1013
T4DF 65 0.76 0.46 0.76 3.04 100 1060
T5DF 65 0.76 0.46 0.76 3.80 100 1109
G4DF 65 2.75 0.30 0.76 3.04 30.5 652
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the comparison of empirical cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) of normalised capacity at a given nor-
malised displacement to those dictated by the RBSLS
procedures. The μ and μ ± σ curves were generated
from 5000 new MCS (e.g. corresponding to the c1–c2
pairs shown in Figure 8, and new MSTC, for the revised
procedure). As shown in Figure 11(a), the revised
RBSLS model provides a slightly softer (i.e. reduced)
mean normalised bearing pressure–displacement
response, and the total variability in the response has
also reduced as exhibited by the narrower breadth in
the μ ± σ response. Figure 11(b) compares the revised
RBSLS model to the new footing loading test data
directly, and shows that much of the test data falls within
the expected standard deviation. The expected response
is particularly accurate at normalised bearing pressures
less than approximately 0.6qult; with increased displace-
ments, the SLS model tends to over-predict the bearing
resistance. However, typical SLS design requirements

target allowable bearing pressures less than 0.5qult and
therefore the loss of accuracy is associated with less fre-
quent service level loading conditions.

Figure 12 compares the empirical CDFs of normalised
capacity to those implied by the original and revised
RBSLS procedure for aggregate pier-improved plastic,
fine-grained soil. In general, the empirical CDF indicates
less scatter than either the original or revised RBSLS pro-
cedure. This can be explained by the consideration of
new full-scale loading test data that has been developed
at just one site (i.e. the intra-site variability is less than
the inter-site variability). However, in every instance,
the root mean squared error is smaller for the revised
RBSLS procedure, indicating that the revised procedure
is more accurate for the new loading test data. In an
alternate comparison of accuracy, Figure 13 compares
the mean bias (the ratio of measured to estimated nor-
malised capacity) and COV in bias for the empirical
and RBSLS model CDFs for the normalised displace-
ments investigated. While the mean bias and its trend
with η is similar (within 3–5%), the COV in bias has
been largely reduced using the revised RBSLS procedure.

4.4. Implications for a future RBSLS procedure

It has been independently established with that the use of
a reference capacity for the normalisation protocol, as
opposed to normalising mobilised capacity with the ulti-
mate resistance as done by Huffman and Stuedlein
(2014), resulted in a more accurate RBSLS procedure
for the new spread footings on aggregate pier-reinforced
clayey soil investigated herein. With the addition of new
loading test data, as well as the soon-to-be completed
final test, it will be possible to prepare a revised RBSLS
procedure that reflects all known high-quality loading
test data with a view to further improving the accuracy
of the procedure. Herein lies the task of geotechnical
reliability specialists: to continuously improve RBD pro-
cedures for use by practitioners and incorporation into
code-based design.

5. Summary and conclusions

The development of RBSLS models requires the careful,
deliberate assessment of the various contributors to error
and variability. This paper explored the impact of model
selection on the propagation of error and its impact on
reliability, as well as the independent evaluation of an
existing and a newly revised RBSLS models. It was
shown that the selection of model used to capture the
bivariate distribution of bearing pressure–displacement
curves can have a significant effect on the computed
reliability (e.g. Figures 1 and 2). The impact of copula

Figure 11. Normalised bearing pressure–displacement curves
associated with the RBSLS procedures: (a) comparison of Huff-
man and Stuedlein (2014) with the revised RBSLS procedure
revised in this study and (b) comparison of new full-scale loading
tests to the revised RBSLS procedure.
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model on reliability was also illustrated through the
effect on allowable bearing pressure at a given footing
displacement (Figure 3).

The paper also illustrated a step-by-step procedure for
making decisions regarding copula model fitting, scatter
reduction through normalisation of bearing pressure–
displacement curves, and capturing suitable propagation
of error through the various components comprising the
full RBSLS calibration. It was shown that a slope tangent
capacity with an offset equal to 2% of the footing width

was shown to dramatically reduce scatter in the bearing
pressure–displacement curves as compared to a previous
effort that used the ultimate bearing pressure, and differ-
ences in the associated calibrated load and resistance fac-
tor were compared. While future studies may show that
other offset magnitudes produce better scatter reduction,
the approach described herein will provide the frame-
work for the evaluation of suitable normalisation.

Finally, a new suite of full-scale loading test data was
used tomake an independent comparison of the accuracy
in an existing and newly revised RBSLS procedure. It was
shown that the new framework described above and used
to revise the RBSLS procedure produced a more accurate
estimation of the scatter in the empirical distribution of
displacement-dependent allowable bearing pressure,
lending confidence to the proposed calibration frame-
work. This paper should serve as a valuable reference
for RBSLS calibrations that are sure to be integrated
and harmonised into future design codes.
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